Stability of ion triplets in ionic liquid/lithium salt solutions: insights from implicit and explicit solvent models and molecular dynamics simulations.
Binding energies of ion triplets formed in ionic liquids by Li(+) with two anions have been studied using quantum-chemical calculations with implicit and explicit solvent supplemented by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Explicit solvent approach confirms variation of solute-ionic liquid interactions at distances up to 2 nm, resulting from structure of solvation shells induced by electric field of the solute. Binding energies computed in explicit solvent and from the polarizable continuum model approach differ largely, even in sign, but relative values generally agree between these two models. Stabilities of ion triplets obtained in quantum-chemical calculations for some systems disagree with MD results; the discrepancy is attributed to the difference between static optimized geometries used in quantum chemical modeling and dynamic structures of triplets in MD simulations.